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An [18,9,8] extremal self-dual code over GF(4) and related [17,4,12], [17,8,8], [17,9,7],
[17,13,4] codes are investigated. Simple coordinates are given for these codes, and their
minimal weight codewords and automorphism groups are determined. The groups are all
isomorphic to 3 x (PSL,(16).4).

1. Introduction
An [18,9,8] code Ce18over GF(4) was constructed in [6] as an extended cyclic
code, and Pless [9] describes the same code as an extended “Q-code”. This code
is of particular interest since it is an extremal quaternary code: an [n, n/2, d]
self-dual code with d = 2[n/6] + 2 ([6, p. 2951, [3, p. 2051).
In the present note we give new coordinates for this code, enabling us to find a
simple description of its 2754 minimal weight words and also to determine for the
first time its automorphism group G. This group G has structure 3 x (PSI+(16).4)
and order 48960, and has two orbits on the coordinates, of sizes 17 and 1.
It is interesting that, although G is not transitive on the 18 coordinates, the
[17,9,7] punctured codes obtained by deleting any one coordinate all have the
same weight enumerator, and even the same complete weight enumerator.
We also study the properties of the particular [17,9,7] code %‘$!$)
obtained by
puncturing the 18th coordinate (the odd-man-out), and its even subcode %?I?,
which is a [17,8,8] code. Two other cyclic codes also appear: a [17,4,12]
code V#, which is a two-weight code studied by Calderbank and Kantor [l],
and its dual, which is a [17,13,4] code V $+“’. The codewords of maximal weight
in %$+),taken modulo scalar multiples, form a complex conference matrix (see
Fig. 4).

These four codes of length 17 may also be constructed
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lattices that arise from Plesken’s classification of the maximal groups of 17 x 17
integer matrices [8]. It is shown in [4] that certain of these lattices have a natural
description using complex coordinates belonging to the set 8 = {a + bw : a, b E Z,
w = e2ni’3} of E’isenstein integers. By using the isomorphism g/2%’ = GF(4) ([3, p.
199]), these lattices project onto codes over GF(4). In fact the lattices Q,,(6),
QdV’
and Qh(6> of [41,with automorphism group 2 x (PSI+(16).4), project in
this way onto the codes Ce17,
(*) %‘$;j and %$) respectively.
In the following section we establish our coordinate system and define the
group, and then the codes are defined in Section 3. We hope the reader will agree
that these codes now look very simple (see especially Fig. 3).
The definitions of dual code and automorphism group for quaternary codes
vary from author to author. The field automorphism of GF(4) = (0, 1, w, o* = W}
takes x E GF(4) to 2 =x2 (and interchanges w and w”). In this paper we use the
hermitian inner product (u, V) = u * 0 = c Uitii, and define the dual code %‘I =
{u: (u, v) = u . 0 = 0 for all ZJE %}. We take the typical element of the
automorphism group Aut( %‘)of % to consist of a permutation of the coordinates,
followed by multiplication
of the individual coordinates
by nonzero field
elements, and (possibly) conjugation of the whole vector. For any undefined
terms see [2], [3] or [7].

2. Coordinates

and group

We construct the field GF(16) as in [4] by adjoining to GF(2) an element E
satisfying l4 + c3 + E* + E + 1 = 0 (a non-primitive polynomial!).
If we define
w=E+e4thenW2=O=E2+E3,
w2 + o + 1 = 0, and EO is a primitive element
: 0 s i s 4, 0 <i c 2). Furthermore
(0, 1, w, W} is a copy of
of GF(16) = (0, E~W~
GF(4) contained in GF(16).
The codewords of %i8 are vectors with 18 coordinates labeled {x,: t E GF(16),
x,, x,}, arranged in an array as shown in Fig. la. For the codes of length 17 we
omit xn.
The 4 x 4 block of coordinates in Fig. la forms an addition table for GF(16).
For example the sum of E (at the top of a column) and l2 (at the left of a row) is
l4ii, (at the intersection of that row and column). Similarly o + E = c4,
E*+ E~W= 0, etc.
These coordinates have the advantage that the generators of the group and the
minimal vectors of the codes look nice, but the disadvantage that the element of
order 17 in the group is messy.
We now define G to be the group generated by multiplication of all coordinates
by w:
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I

or extended
cyclic codes by multiplying
component
by these field elements.

vectors

component-by-

generators for PSL(16) (cf. [4, p. 2681 or [2]), u (of order 4) corresponds to the
field automorphism of GF(16) and extends the group to P&(16)
= P&.(16).4,
and the scalar multiplications by 1, w and U* are in the center of the group. The
order of G is therefore 3 . 15 . 16. 17 a4 = 48960.
It is clear from Fig. 1 that G has two orbits on the coordinates,
{x,: t E
17 and 1. We define Gn to be the group obtained
GF(16),x,} and {x,}, o f sizes
.
from G by ignoring the xp coordinate. Since all elements of G fix xn (or multiply
it by a scalar), GQ and G are isomorphic groups.
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Fig. 3. Generating
vectors for (a) V’,;), (b) ‘%‘,;), (c) %ec;j,,(d) %\t) again, (e) U$:‘, (f) ‘ST,,,.In each case
the code is spanned by the images of the indicated vector under the group GQ or G. In fact, if the
code has dimension k, the first k images under the element 6 suffice to generate it.
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Remark. We can make the element 6 of order 17 into a permutation of order 17
(not mentioning o or 8) by multiplying the coordinates of every vector
(componentwise) by the field elements shown in Fig. 2. The codes in Section 3
then become cyclic or extended cyclic codes, but the simplicity of the generators
of the group and the codes is lost.

3. The codes
Since G is not transitive on coordinates, the code %I;) is the most basic, and we
construct it first. We define U$) to be the code generated by the images under Gn
of the vector ug shown in Fig. 3a. Similarly we define %I;), U$;), %$:“) to be
generated by the images under GQ of the vectors ugr uq, ui3 shown in Figs. 3b,
3c, 3e respectively, and Ce,, by the images under G of the vector v9 shown in Fig.
3f. The vector u; in Fig. 3d is an alternative generator for %I;). Note that the l’s
in u9 are located at positions 00, 0, 1, E, l2, e3, l4 (compare Fig. la), and that v9
differs from ug only in the addition of an over-all parity check in position 52.
It is now easy to check (by computer) that the first nine “cyclic shifts” of u9
under 6, i.e. the vectors 6’(u9) (OCR ~8), are a basis for %‘$, yielding the
generator matrix
11011010010001000
11001200200000330
01001220032010000
00001203000010212
M9=

00200200011310002

(2=0,3=ti).

00020002000313302
20100000102303002
02010013100303000
10202010100003030
Furthermore
..
1.

Ce$;)is a [17,9,7]

code over GF(4) with weight distribution

0

7

8

9

Ai:

1

1224

1530

10200

10
8160

11
51408

i:
Aj:

12

13

14

15

16

17

25704

85680

24480

45288

5661

2808

To find the minimal vectors in these codes it is best to work in the subgroup
PSL(16) generated by the elements a;, fit and y, and to count vectors
projectively,
i.e. up to scalar multiplication by 1, w and ti.
The vector u9 is visibly fixed by the elements /I6 and y (see Fig. 1). These
generate a subgroup H of PSL(16) of order 10, and one can show that nothing
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else in PSLJ16) fixes u9, even projectively. Then the number of projectively
distinct images of ug under PSb(16)
is ]PSL,(16)(/]H( = 15.16.17/10
= 408.
These vectors and their multiples by 1, w and W are the 3 .408 = 1224 weight 7
codewords of %I;). It follows that the group Gn acts transitively on the minimal
weight codewords of %(,9,,.
Similarly, the code %I”,’ is generated by 6’(us) (0 <is 7), and is a [17,8,8]
code, consisting of the even weight words of %$v. As generators we may use
either {&(u,):O < i c 7) or alternatively the successive differences of the rows of
Ms. This is the dual to %‘(,y).
The only elements of PSb(17) that fix us projectively are the elements CY,for t
in the top two rows of the 4 x 4 array (the support of us). These form a group of
order 8, so & has 15.16 - 17/8 = 510 projectively distinct images. Thus the
3 x 510 = 1530 minimal weight codewords of %I$) are in one orbit under G,.
The code %(;1 is generated by either 6’(u,) or S’(u;) (0~ i < 3), and has
generator matrix
00022002233113311
20100321112201202
02310013201322310
~10232022312003033~

lb&=

This is a [17,4,12]
i:
Ai:

code with weight distribution

0

12 16
1 204 51

and is a member of the class TF3 of two-weight codes studied by Calderbank and
Kantor [l]. The columns of M4 specify an “ovoid” in PG(3,4) (see [l], [5]).
The subgroup of PSL,(16) fixing uq projectively is H = (a,, /It : t E GF(16)), of
order 15.16. Thus uq has 15 * 16 - 17/15 - 16 = 17 projectively distinct images,
(see Fig. 4), and the 3.51 weight 16 codewords of %g) belong to one orbit
under Gn.
Fig. 4 shows the vectors {ai
: 0 s i 6 16}, taken in the order which places
the zeros down the main diagonal, as usual with the convention that 2 = o,
3 = W. If we now interpret w = e2ni’3 and CT,= e-2ni’3 as complex cube roots of
unity we obtain a 17 X 17 matrix Hi7 with the property that H,,fiy, = 161,,. This
may be regarded as a complex (or quaternary) conference matrix (cf. [7, p. 551).
The [17, 13,4] code %(,:‘) is dual to %g),, and is generated by a’(~,,)
(0 c i =S12). The weight distribution is (in part) A, = 1, A4 = 1020, A5 = 6120,
A, = 32640, . . . , A,, = 2856561, Al, = 504648. The vector u13 is fixed (projectively) by the subgroup of PSb(16) generated by a, and &,, a group of order 12.
Thus the 3 x 340 = 1020 minimal weight words are in one orbit under Gn.
Finally %i8 is obtained by adjoining a column of l’s to iVf9 (for the Q
coordinate). This is an [18,9,8] extremal self-dual code over GF(4) with weight

Automorphism

H

17 =

group of an [la 9, 81 quaternary code
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01111111111111111
10311212213231332
13011122231323123
11103222123133213
11130221232312331
31311023332213212
11222301131233132
31113330221321232
12212113023313231
22131211301223233
13132312330111222
23121132122013332
13231233111302212
22113213132330122
32312232131112033
21321312133322201
31223212311313320

Fig. 4. Matrix H,, formed from the (projectively distinct) codewords of weight 16 in %ec;f’,with the
property that H,,@, = 161,,. (2 = o, 3 = &)

distribution
i:
Ai:

0

8

1 2754

10
18360

12
77112

14
110160

16
50949

18
2808

(as in [6, Table II]). There are two orbits of minimal weight codewords under G,
the 1224 images of ug and the 1530 images of ug (supplemented with a 0 in the L?
coordinate), for a total of 2754.
It only remains to determine the automorphism groups of these codes. By
construction, the automorphism groups of %‘$k,)
(k = 4, 8, 9, 13) contain Gs2, and
Aut(V&) contains G. In fact Aut(%@) = GQ, and Aut(%,,) = G. For the codes of
length 17 this can be deduced from the list of permutation groups given by Sims
[lo]. The alternating and symmetric groups are the only permutation groups on
17 letters that are larger than PSL(16).4,
and these do not fix our codes.
Furthermore one can show that there is no larger monomial group that fixes these
codes. For %& we must also rule the possibility that Aut(%i,) acts transitively on
the 18 coordinates.
But if so then it would be doubly transitive on the
coordinates, and Al8 or Si8 are the only possibilities.
Although the [17,9,7] codes obtained by deleting any coordinate of Ce18have
the same complete weight enumerator, they are not isomorphic. For if they were,
the extended codes would also be isomorphic, and this would make Aut(‘&)
transitive.
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